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The unknown world of tariffs –  

TNS Infratest study reveals knowledge gaps 
 
MUNICH. Mobile phone tariffs in Germany have change d but many customers 
have failed to notice. This was the result of a TNS  Infratest study where just 
under 1,000 mobile phone users were interviewed. Th e study, which was 
commissioned by Telefónica O 2 Germany, discovered some enduring 
prejudices: Mobile telephone contracts are still co nsidered expensive and 
inflexible, even though this is no longer the case.  

  
For example, monthly fixed costs: 87 per cent of respondents thought that a flat rate 
costs the same each month even if it is hardly used. But in fact, there are flexible 
mobile phone tariffs without fixed monthly costs. O2 for example offers an option 
without a basic monthly charge where customers only pay for what they have actually 
used. But once the limit of 50 euros for telephone calls and text messages is 
reached, the tariff automatically becomes a flat rate due to the implemented cost 
airbag.  
 
The majority of respondents also still have an outdated view of international tariffs. 73 
per cent still believe that mobile phone calls to other countries are very expensive 
and not included in the flat rate. In fact, there are several mobile phone providers that 
offer such calls at domestic rates. With “Global Friends“, for example, customers can 
call five friends abroad for 15 cents per minute and the same cost airbag applies as 
for connections within Germany.  
 
It is astonishing that 49 per cent of respondents still believe in the fairy tale of the 1-
euro mobile phone. They assume that they will receive a subsidised mobile phone 
with each mobile telephone contract and therefore save money. In fact, these costs 
are financed through basic charges or minimum use requirements. The cash sale or 
financing get by without these hidden costs. So the required phone will be bought 
regardless of the tariff. With his mobile phone contract, the customer pays only the 
monthly usage and not the cost of his device. 
 
“There are many tariffs offered on the market that are inflexible and expensive“, says 
Peter Rampling, Managing Director Marketing at Telefónica O2 Germany. “Our O2 o 
tariff has no minimum term and also clears up other prejudices.“ More than half of the 
respondents believe that a contractual term of 24 months is standard. 52 per cent 
share this outdated opinion. 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
Telefónica O 2 Germany GmbH & Co. OHG  belongs to Telefónica Europe and is part of the Spanish 
telecommunication group Telefónica S.A. The Company offers its German private and business 
customers postpaid and prepaid mobile telecom products as well as innovative mobile data services 
based on the GPRS and UMTS technologies. In addition, the integrated communications provider also 
offers DSL fixed network telephony and high-speed internet. Telefónica Europe has 55 million mobile 
and fixed network customers in Great Britain, Ireland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Germany. 
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